New Members
All Board members and Honourable members
Mr. Raymond Kwok, Mr. Michael Tien, Dr.
Roger C.K. Chan, Professor Rebecca L.H. Chiu,
Professor Eddie C.M. Hui, Professor Sin Yat
Ming and Dr. T.M. Kwong welcome the following
new members :

Upcoming
International Conference
Hosted by PPK Malaysia, the Council of Asian
Shopping Centres Conference (CASC) 2019 will
take place on 10-12 September this year in Kuala
Lumpur. Themed‘The Now and The Future’–
The Mall Story, the conference will focus on stories
and case studies from malls and retailers from

Full Members

around the region and delegates will be able to

Liu Po Yin

pick up useful tips in shopping mall management

Associate Members

especially from recently opened malls.

Chow Pui Man

Membership Info / Institute News

Membership Application

For more information, please visit the CASC
2019 official page:
https://www.casc2019.com/index.php

Our Membership is open to any individual
person who is a practitioner in shopping
centre industry. Students who have enrolled
in the course of shopping centre management
at HKU School of Professional and Continuing
Education (HKU Space) will also be
considered.
Grade of Membership
Fellow Member
Full Member
Associate Member
Student Member

Annual Fee
HK $ 1,650
HK $ 1,100
HK $ 720
HK $ 280

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Vice Chairman
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
Honorary Secretary
Director of Training
Director of Membership
Director of Marketing &
Promotions
Director of Study Tour

Baldwin Ko
Chris Keung
Michelle Lee
Tony Budhrani
Katherine Ho
Victor Ng
Louis Lee
Margaret Lau
Angie Chung
Wilson Lam

Editorial
The summer travel season is in full
swing and tourist destinations like Hong
Kong will always be benefited.
Mall operators spare no efforts to take
advantage of the summer travel season
and all the potential customers that
come with it. Leveraging trailblazing
technologies to offer exclusive benefits
to shoppers is one of the effective
marketing measures. Market Updates
covers the effectiveness of integrated
membership programme launched
by two major mall operators. Besides,
Focus Features talks about the rising
popularity of RED in the Mainland.
This issue we have Mr. Wilson Lam,
our Director of Study Tour, to share a
message with us on his vision in widen
members' horizons through organizing
study tours.

Online application can be
completed at the following link:

www.iscm.org.hk

We wish you enjoy reading this issue
and welcome your comments.

Give us Feedback
Email：secretariat @iscm.org.hk
Website：www.iscm.org.hk
商場管理學會 Institute of Shopping Centre Management
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The Board

Message from
the Institute

Our Founding Chairman Ms. Maureen Fung once
told us that we are in an industry of happiness. I, too,
intrinsically believe that the notion of happiness is one
of the core values which keeps us all, who are working
in the shopping centre industry, moving forward after
all these years.
Imagine the following scenario: you are having a bad day at work on a rainy day. You
are starving and happen to walk into a shopping centre to have a lunch to boost both
of your energy and mood. You enter the shopping centre from an air-conditioned
pedestrian bridge to keep yourself dry. A well-groomed and polite doorman greets
and opens the heavy door for you. What an effortless yet humanised experience?
The shopping centre has an aura of sophistication: the interiors are illuminated
by warm, glow lighting along with lively background music, bringing you on an
instant escape from your daily hassles. While you are browsing through an array
of stunningly beautiful shops displaying novel and attractive products of the current
season, you notice a long queue outside your favourite food joint, and that makes
your heart sink. Unexpectedly, when you arrive at the restaurant entrance, a cheerful
receptionist walks towards you with a sincere smile and apologise for the wait. You
are also served a menu with two lunch options with a complimentary drink in addition
to a free delivery to your office. While you are making your way back to the office,
you are drawn to a group of people that seem to be doing something fun and exciting
at the atrium, where there is an interactive area with fun games for special shopping
offers. What's more, your curiosity and participation make you a winner of two front
row tickets for your wife's/husband's favourite French brand's fashion show held at
the shopping centre's atrium this Saturday night.
The experience you have today at this shopping centre is superb and you seldom
feel so culturally sophisticated and humanly pampered. This therapist experience
to you was simply excellent. You have had an amazing time with the great
hospitality people you encounter at the shopping centre and feel being very well
looked after. You are recharged, energised and you told yourself you will spend
a good time with your family here in the weekend and you will also share today's
experience with your friends.
I believe creating an ongoing stream of happy customers and stakeholders in
a shopping centre is one of the keys to a shopping centre's success.
It's simple – happier mall people make happier customers.
Are you happy?
Wilson Lam
Director of Study Tour

Thank you.
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Charity Tender raised HKD180,000
at 15th Anniversary Annual Dinner
Our 15th Anniversary Annual Dinner
was successfully held on 26 April 2019.
With the theme“Shopping Malls –
The Heart of Smart Cities”, the Annual
Dinner gathered the hearts of notable
gue sts an d in dustry professionals,
who have thoroughly enjoyed the joyful
celebration of ISCM's landmark 15th
anniversary and its success throughout
the years.

We were glad to have 11 tenders to
support our Charity Tender session this
year, a total HKD 180,000 was raised and
will be donated to our beneficiary - Hong
Kong Sheng Kung Hui Welfare Council
Limited. With a service philosophy of
"Personalised Service, Holistic Care", our
Institute believes that its vision echoes
with ISCM's beliefs and will definitely
benefit our community.

In addition, we were thrilled to introduce
our first ever Scholarship Award,
awarding excellence and hard work
of students from various universities
in Hong Kong. As a respected
professional society, ISCM promise to
uphold standards and create a platform
for the exchange of best practices
in the shopping centre management
industry in many years to come.

Study Tour: Shopping Mall Development
and Potential at Greater Bay Area

The ISCM Greater Bay Area (GBA)
Study Tour was successfully held
on 28-29 June 2019 in Guangzhou.
The tour was a great success, and
an eye-opening travel experience
for all our participants. The tour
served as an excellent learning
opportunity for participants to
gain insights into the business
possibilities and mall industry
developments within GBA, where
they visited Taikoo Hui, Parc
Central and Grandview Mall.

Institute News

ISCM organised a study tour to Guangzhou for industry practitioners
to learn about the market potential of Greater Bay Area.

Seminar : Appraiser's Perspective on
Physical and Digital Marketplace
In the evening of 25 June, we were delighted to have
Mr. Vincent Cheung, Managing Director of Vincorn
Consulting and Appraisal Limited, who delivered
an inspiring presentation on the new business
landscape brought from digital transformation, as
well as his unique perspective on the retail market
evolution from an appraiser's point of view.

Institute News

All the participants enjoyed the eyeopening travel experience.

Mr. Frank Chan Fan, JP, Secretary for Transport and Housing of the HKSAR (middle), our Guest of Honour, joined with Ms. Maureen Fung, our Founding
Chairman, (third from the left) to present our donation cheque to Dr. Jane Lee, JP, Director of Hong Kong Sheng Kung Hui Welfare Council. From the left
are our Vice Chairman, Mr. Chris Keung, Mr. Tony Budhrani, our Chairman Mr. Baldwin Ko, our Head of CSR Committee, Ms. Bella Chhoa, and our Vice
Chairman Ms. Michelle Lee.

Sponsors
Diamond

Platinum
Mr. Vincent Cheung, Managing Director of Vincorn Consulting and
Appraisal Limited (second from the right), shared his perspective on
the retail market evolution from an appraiser's point of view. Mr. Louis
Lee (middle), our Director of Training, joined the seminar.
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All-in-one membership programmes leveraging innovative technologies
hopping malls are not merely
consumption establishments, but
also places for leisure and entertainment
during holidays. In an attempt to enhance
consumer shopping experience, shopping
malls spare no expense in promotion and
invest a huge sum of money every year.
This year, certain mall management have
gone a step further to launch an all-in-one
membership programme for malls under
the same roof, allowing more exclusive
privileged member benefits.

2900 merchants together. The loyalty
progamme now includes a range of
practical functions covering dining, parking,
shopping and promotion updates as
well as the main functions include "Food
Easy" and "HK Parking". According to Sun
Hung Kai Properties, the integrated loyalty
programme represents the greatest scale

services of restaurant reservations
and parking services. The one-stop
membership credit system and sharing
of privileges among different malls
enable consumers to earn credit points in
various shopping malls under a particular
property group, which further facilitates
sustainable consumption.

as those consumers who drive to malls
have more targeted consumption, and
the consumption expenditure is relatively
high. Streamlining the parking procedures
at shopping malls may attract vehicle
owners to do shopping to a certain extent.
Sino Group's recently launched multi-mall
loyalty programme has added interactive

features that allow customers to share
promotional offers, favorites and best
buys, discounts, and other shopping tips
or experiences with their friends. In the
second phase of the launch, customers
can transfer points as gifts to friends and
family as well.

Loyalty and rewards programmes have
become commonplace in today's society.
Both traditional brick and mortar stores
and ecommerce sites are using them to
boost retention. Eddie Hui, Professor at the
Department of Building and Real Estate
of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University,
asserts that shopping malls enhance the
consumers' sense of belonging and loyalty
through the membership programme.

Market Updates

Furthermore, introducing popular
restaurants into shopping malls can
draw more young customers effectively.
Mr. Li says the young generation tends
to catch up with the latest trends while
shopping in malls, those much soughtafter shops with long queues definitely
draw their attention. He pinpoints that
offline promotion campaigns which enable
customers to interact among one another
and check in eagerly can create more
astounding“WOW”effects. Shopping
malls can make use of a variety of popular
local social media to launch promotion
campaigns, which will help arouse public
attention.

Also, the Honourable Member of Institute
of Shopping Centre Management, Prof Hui
adds that member privileges offered by
shopping malls are truly comprehensive
and of a great variety, including purchase
discounts, lucky draws, free coupons,
credit card privileges and discounts on
property purchase exclusively for members.
However, shopping malls are everywhere in
Hong Kong, he says, and hence the market
is ever competitive.

Sun Hung Kai Properties, for example,
has launched a loyalty program integrated
into its SHKP Malls app, which it rolled
out in 2018. The integrated shopping mall
app combines the loyalty programme of
major SHKP Malls as well as more than

Keith Li confirms that advanced
technology brings more convenience
to our daily life. Shopping malls can
leverage technology to streamline
membership application procedures and
other services. Apart from the privileged
benefits for members, mall management
are expected to launch promotion
campaigns to attract more customers
through offline events.
He believes that shopping malls first
create a good“snapshot spot”in order
to attract more customers. One of the
examples is the public art installation
of the giant“moon”and“earth”in
Lee Tung Avenue in Wan Chai, which
successfully attracts customers to take
photos and check in.

Triple-win situation

In light of this, a number of mall developers
including Sun Hung Kai Properties and Sino
Group have integrated their membership
system one after another. Under this allin-one system, membership eligibility is
no longer confined to a particular mall.
Members can enjoy one-stop diversified
benefits and privileges in all the shopping
malls under a property group.

Beyond exclusive benefits

Mall operators spare no efforts in offering exclusive shopping experiences to customers.

in Hong Kong's shopping mall industry.
The programme makes customers easier
to consume and store up points. It also
attracts more returned customers for further
consumption. As a result, a triple-win
situation for the malls, the consumers and
the tenants will be achieved.

Sustainable consumption
Keith Li, founder of Innopage, believes
streamlining shopping procedures and
enhancing facilitation measures constitute
the key direction of the promotion strategy
of shopping malls, covering integrated

Market Updates

S

Prof. Hui agrees that integrated
membership programmes could be an
even more competitive strategy in the long
run when extending the exclusive benefits
to members who tend to have crossborder consumptions to the shopping
malls of a property group so that all the
malls under the group can enjoy benefits.

The SHKP membership programme, for
example, also integrates Hong Kong's
first-ever hourly“Contactless Parking
Service”. Members simply register the
vehicle plate number through the mall's
mobile app and the parking gate system
will automatically identify the registered
car plate and allow vehicle owners to
enter or exit the carpark without tapping
their cards.
Prof. Hui confirms that car-driving
customers are one of the important
consumer clusters of shopping malls
Promotion events help draw customers to a designated mall where they can enjoy exclusive
shopping benefits .
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Over 100 million users share their real shopping experience in RED
iving in the technology-driven era,
post-90s and -00s generation like
sharing anecdotes and checking in
everywhere. They are used to posting
their daily activities on social media
platforms. Since the craze of Tik Tok
subsided, “RED” (Xiaohongshu 小 紅
書 , which literally means “the little red
book”) has successfully drawn attention
from the young generation in the Mainland
in terms of its unique one-stop sharing
and shopping experience. Today, the
number of RED users has been over 200
million, they share their shopping tips
and comments on product testing on this
popular platform, constituting a shopping
guide for young people in China.

“What consumers mostly concerned is
purchasing something mistakenly. A large
number of users share their personal
experience with others in RED and deliver
more product information to consumers.
Also, they recommend the best products
and the popular spots for purchasing the
cheapest goods,”says Prof. Sin, adding
that RED leverages big data analyses to
identify users' individual preferences and
the latest trends of various hot product
categories, so as to adjust the display
of hot items and relevant information on
the online platform and keep abreast of
market needs.

Real user's experience counts

Focus Feature
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Professor Leo Sin Yat-ming, Honorary
Institute Fellow of the Asia-Pacific Institute
of Business at the Business School of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong, points
to the fact that the Mainland is rather
broad and extensive, if retailers aspire to
promote their brands through setting up
retail outlets across various provinces or
cities, they have to bear a high cost. The
emergence of large-scale online shopping
portals has subverted traditional shopping
behaviours, enabling merchants to sell
their products across a broad array of
major cities and towns.
To date, online marketing in the Mainland
has reached a mature stage. It has been
a usual routine for netizens to share
and receive information and do online
shopping through various social media.
The permeability and diffusibility of online
shopping are profound and extensive
while various retailers make use of online
shopping to run their business. Half
of the revenue of partial merchants is
generated from online shopping. Prof. Sin,
also the Honorable Member of Institute
of Shopping Centre Management,
confirms that social media have become
a significant channel for online promotion
and marketing. The success of RED, a
Mainland mobile app targeting young girls
born in the 1990s, lies in its very clear
target positioning and timely capture of

pick-up services in various branches for
online shopping or complementary online
and offline services.
Keith Li, founder of Innopage, adds that
tourists are used to searching travel
information from social media and thus if
shopping mall management and retailers
can make good use of popular social
media sites to promote their products,
they would be able to attract more tourists
effectively. He stresses that young people
enjoy interacting with their friends and
sharing videos in social media.

What's more, in the wake of the increasing
number of users, RED has become an
ideal“star-making platform”, which
attracts more netizens to subscribe
to it. The recommendation of userfriendly products in RED will draw more
followers and create an ideal online
site for launching retail and promotion
campaigns.

Apart from RED, bili bili ( 嗶 哩 嗶 哩 ), a
leading Chinese video streaming website
renowned for its danmu 彈 幕 (“bullet
screens” ) service, is well received
by youngsters in the Mainland. He
said netizens are fed up with product
placements which promote products
directly or unboxing reviews, but go for
publicity footages presented in storytelling
formats or are worth disseminating and
viewing.

He mentions that taking references from
other counterparts may help one to
overcome his/her shortcomings. Local
shopping malls have to learn from the
success factors of some online campaigns
in the Mainland while providing shopping,
entertainment and leisure services to
customers, in the hope of drawing more
consumers to their malls. Merchants have
to be more resourceful and flexible, for
instance, they can consider providing

In short, all of us live in an era of breathtaking
change. Cyber communication brings
people together and provides innovative way
for us to be connected. It also allows people
from all over the world to interact and share
ideas with one another. Marketers should
stay tune to the latest trends, be it online or
offline marketing, in order to communicate
effectively with their target audience.

Focus Feature
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Compared to those well-known names such as Wechat and Sina Weibo in the Mainland, Xiaohongshu is relatively less talked about and it has over 200 million
registered users as of January 2019.

the shopping and sharing habits of young
consumers.
“Netizens can share their everyday
experiences and shopping tips in RED by
means of videos, photos and text where
they constitute a sharing community and
boost it up as a popular trend. Users even
call themselves Xiaohongshu (“Little
Sweet Potatoes”), which reflects how
they count on this platform.”Prof. Sin
further explains that netizens have now
become rather active in capturing the

latest trends and give their comments on
certain products online from time to time,
instead of receiving information passively
in the past. Consumers are smarter than
ever, celebrity endorsement or promotion
by KOLs are no longer as effective as they
were. Instead, more diverse and real user
experience of particular products appears
to be much sought after. The shopping
experience shared by users in RED
happens to be the reference benchmark
for young shoppers.

Word-of-mouth marketing in
the cyber world
Prof. Sin asserts that another success factor
of RED is the transformation of impulse
purchase into actual sales. Not only has
the platform become the information
sharing community, but it also incorporates
online shopping services. When netizens
find something that they are fond of while
reading certain posts, they can immediately
purchase the products by directly
accessing the merchants concerned via the
online platform.

bili bili is a leading Chinese video streaming website renowned for its danmu service
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